Anchor
From The Process Type Foundry

**Designer** Eric Olson

**Format** Cross Platform OpenType

▼ **Styles & Weights** 4 weights
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▼ **Purchase Options**

**Complete Family** $99 – 4 weights

**Pack 1** $69 – Medium & Bold weights

**Pack 2** $69 – Semibold & Black weights

**Singles** $39 – Single weights
CREW COMFORTABLE AS NORTHERN BREEZE BLANKETS CABIN QUARTERS

MANUAL RUDDER WHEEL

Upon clearing customs repair of the starboard beam resumes

CRINKLED

ICE MAP PROVES UNHELPFUL TO VOLATILE CAPTAIN

Lighthouse Signal

Crew emerges bruised, storied and awaiting shower

WIND

Vessel departs at 0800 hrs to partly cloudy skies
# Anchor Specifications

## OpenType Features

![Ligatures](Anchor.png)

**Ligatures**

![Arrows](Anchor.png)

**Arrows (Found as Ornaments)**

## Language Coverage

The Anchor Extended Latin Character set supports:

Afrikaans, Albanian, Basque, Bokmål, Bosnian, Breton, Catalan, Cornish, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Esperanto, Estonian, Faroese, Finnish, French, Frisian, Friulian, Gaelic (Manx), Gaelic (Scottish), Gagauz (Latin), Galician, German, Hawaiian, Hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, Irish, Irish Gaelic, Italian, Karelian, Ladin, Latvian, Lithuanian, Luxemburgish, Maltese, Moldavian (Latin), Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Rhaeto-Romanic, Romanian, Sami, Serbian (Latin), Slovak, Slovenian, Sorbian, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Turkish and Welsh.

## Supported Encodings

**Anchor OpenType fonts are Unicode encoded and support:**

- Western European (1252 Latin 1), Eastern European (1250 Latin 2),
- Baltic (1257) and Turkish (1254)

## Characters

412 characters per weight

## Weights

- Medium, Semibold, Bold and Black

## Font Files

4 OpenType (.otf) font files in complete family

## Original Release

August 2010

## Available

www.processtypefoundry.com